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This project, an empirical and qualitative study of the campus of Oslo University College, was conducted to assess thefriendliness and accessibility of localities and information services in terms of social and cultural diversity. The main researchquestions were as follows:• Does the use of public spaces at the campus of Oslo University College by students and employees produce and reproducedifferences between people or create forms of fellowship?• What is the relationship between the accessibility of information technology (IT) and the quality of study, work, and socialrelations?While conducting this study, we kept the concept of diversity open and focused our attention on empirically foundeddiversities. We studied the challenges that students and employees encounter during their everyday activities and let them identify thesources of their problems. Our study mainly focused on experienced diversity and experienced exclusion and inclusion. Our findingsshowed, among other things, that there is no straightforward relationship between students’ experience of inclusion and exclusion andthe way in which these phenomena are defined by researchers, politicians, college administration or society in general.Our empirical points of departure were space accessibility and information accessibility. However, we discovered otherinteresting phenomena and important problems that have to do with diversity and the inclusion and exclusion processes, such asdifferences in language, clothing, and eating habits. Because the goals of this project were to improve services and documentrelationships between the accessibility of technology services and the multicultural and international environment, we also includesome of those findings in this presentation.



Oslo University College is committed to developing a diverse, multicultural, and international study and work environment. One
of the strategies to achieve this goal involves offering public rooms for prayer, quiet zones, handicap facilities, and technology facilities
for students and employees. Another strategy is to make information services accessible for all students and employees. Oslo
University College’s approach to improving the quality and efficiency of education and research activities is the development of
teaching, working, and information services through IT solutions. In White Paper no. 19 (2008–2009), titled Ei forvaltning for demokrati
og fellesskap [Administration for democracy and fellowship], we are presented with some principles to guide us in our efforts to
establish efficient, user‐friendly, and fair IT services (Direktoratet for forvaltning og IKT [Difi], 2009). These principles work as a
framework for the public IT architecture and are obligatory to state functions when developing new IT solutions or during essential
changes of current solutions. Some of these architecture principles for IT are as follows: accessibility, security, flexibility, and
scalability. Even if these principles are designed for IT, information services are not limited to the IT solutions. Based on our research,
we believe that some of these principles may be useful in evaluating information services in general.

We understand that IT forms part of a cultural and social context, which is differentiated in terms of demographic variables,
such as gender, age, income, and ethnicity. An important aim of this project was to examine this wider social space (i.e., on the campus
of Oslo University College) that surrounds IT.

Because of its complicated and vague status in the social sciences, the term space in our study must first be explained. The
space/place dualism transforms every discussion that touches this subject into an almost endless philosophical debate (Casey, 1996;
Relph, 1976; Tilley, 1994). For the purpose of this study, we focused on space as it is understood by our informants—as a physically
limited area. Although the college campus is a physically limited space, it is never a neutral one. Physical space always becomes a social
space and is invested with conceptual and symbolic notions that are themselves tied to social structures and processes. In their
summary of the works of Pierre Bourdieu, Low and Lawrence‐Zúñiga (2003) stated the following: “Because social practice activates
spatial meanings, they are not fixed in space, but are invoked by actors, men and women, who bring their own discursive knowledge and
strategic intentions to the interpretation of spatial meanings” (p. 10). By exploring the various conceptions of (usage of) space, which
are created by different human activities and practices, we are able to understand and describe society.

The campus is loaded with meanings, feelings, symbols, and social interactions. Through their everyday experiences and
practices, the students and employees make the campus what it is (Bourdieu, 1996; Ingold, 2000). Not only do we create spaces but
spaces also create us (Low, Taplin, & Scheld, 2005). This mutual process is an important part of our identity, especially in places of
work and study where our activities are formally designated to real rooms. These spaces influence our professional and emotional lives
and strengthen or weaken our motivation, self‐esteem, willingness to cooperate, and so on. They comprise those places we choose to
be, whereas some of them are not accessible to us. Therefore, instead of seeing only rooms, classes, corridors, and canteens, we invite
you, through this comic book, to see and interpret the existing network of meanings and social processes that surround us.

Mapping the Space and Information Technology



This empirical and qualitative study was carried out in autumn 2009 and was divided into two phases: The first phase of the
project involved mapping the campus of Oslo University College and doing participant observation inside and outside the campus. The
following tasks and questions were crucial to our research:

• Based on our own experiences from our first meeting at the campus of Oslo University College, we asked ourselves the
following questions: Is it difficult to orient oneself on campus? Is the main entrance easy to find? Where is the Administration
Department? Are the signs easy to read and interpret?

• How do students and employees perceive the campus? One exercise we used in this phase was to instruct passers‐by to do
the following: Describe the campus in five words. On this basis, we could categorize different ways of conceptualizing the campus. We
asked a total of 27 people to describe the campus.

• Are visual differences detectable between groups of people in terms of their use of space?
• The use of key cards (nøkkelkort) is paramount and has to do with accessibility. We asked the following questions: What

places are accessible and to whom? What are the pros and cons associated with the use of key cards? In what ways do key card
systems influence students’ and employees’ notions of accessibility, security, and well‐being?

• How are public spaces on campus used, experienced, and described from different perspectives—for example, by
employees and students?

• How is accessibility experienced? (In other words, how do students and employees describe their experiences with
accessibility on campus?) What kinds of accessibility are important? Is accessibility available to all, or is it restricted to certain groups
of people? How is accessibility (or lack of it) created, and how is it maintained? In what ways is accessibility lacking on campus?

• What conditions apply to using “after class” spaces like the canteen?
• What experiences do employees and students have with transparent glass walls? Do they influence work and study? Are

there any specific formal or informal rules regarding the covering of windows and doors?
• Is the campus architecture inclusive for students and employees of various backgrounds and needs?
• What about the prayer rooms? Where are they situated? Who uses them?
• What kinds of information services exist, who uses them, how are they used, and how are they experienced by students?
• What are the experiences, challenges, and consequences of IT development (IT technology, use of IT services, and on‐line

communication) at the college?
• How do students and employees describe their experience with the on‐line services that are available as important ways of

communication during their study and work?
• Are information services at the campus sufficient and accessible?
• Is there a difference between accessibility to technology and accessibility to people?
On the basis of participant observation and informal communication conducted in the field, we carried out a series of semi‐

structural interviews with employees and international students. The purposes of these interviews were to find out how people thought
about what we had observed during the fieldwork and to receive an indication of the validity of our preliminary conclusions and
analysis. We carried out a total of 11 interviews (4 employees and 7 international students). The informants were recruited by email or
phone. The interviews were carried out in an office or a meeting room on campus.

Research Design



This comic book, in both its form and content, breaks with the traditional way of presenting ethnography. Traditionally,anthropology has been a written enterprise. Writing is perceived as the most scientific form of representation of social life. However,other forms of representation exist—not only in other disciplines (like art) but also within anthropology and social sciences.Anthropological findings have been presented in such forms as photography, film, and material exhibitions. Anthropologists arebecoming increasingly inspired to branch out from the written word and use other forms of expression to present their findings. Wehave learned that there are various ways in which knowledge can be imparted and findings can be communicated. It is well known thatthe scientific standards of visual anthropology are equivalent to those of the written one.Visual anthropology is mostly concerned with the examination and production of ethnographic film and photography in whichthe product shows signs of a documentary perspective and real individuals participate in those productions. The challenges related tovisual presentation, as well as the lack of anonymity in those products, have been discussed, and these issues remain problematic.However, we believe that the comic book format, with its convincing visual style and preservation of anonymity (i.e., informants do nothave to reveal their identities on screen or in photos, thus preserving their anonymity) may be a great solution.This comic book is a collection of ethnographic situations. Some of the drawings represent situations that we have observed;some of them are situations that we or our informants have experienced. They are often representations of emotions and feelings. Afew of them are representations of stories we were told and some of them represent our analysis of documents and situations at thecampus as a workplace. Just as in written ethnography, we have manipulated some situations so as to anonymize the informants. Thisprocess was carried out with the same level of precision and ethical consideration as would be performed with written ethnography.Our goal was to tell a trustworthy story and, thus, present trustworthy scientific result.While working on this collection, various storylines, narrative arcs, drawings, and so forth, we were faced with a series ofesthetic, philosophical, and ethical choices. We not only interpreted our ethnographic findings but also presented our view of the world.In some instances, we used irony and humor to clarify situations. These forms of expression also represent our informants’ subjectiveexperiences. They reflect the tone, emotions, and comments that were expressed by the students and employees during ourconversations with them.The goals of this comic book are not only to inform and educate but also to entertain and, perhaps, provoke discussion amongreaders. While working on this collection, we endeavored to set a tone of openness so as to promote reflection and interpretation. In sodoing, we hope that the presented comic book involves readers in the dynamic process of learning. We believe that we have succeededand that this collection will help improve the learning and work environment at the college.

Comics as a Form of Representation of Findings

The mapping of the university campus yielded several interesting findings. For example, the campus appeared not only
esthetically “nice” and “cozy” but also “strange,” “over‐complex,” and “difficult to orient.” Both students and employees characterized
the architecture of the campus as “open,” “huge,” and “central.” They also employed diverse terms such as “narrow,” “strange,” “place
of meeting,” “young,” and “typical” to describe the campus.

When we asked a total of 27 students to describe the campus of Oslo University College in five words, their responses were
contradictory. (These responses are presented in this collection.) Individuals have a variety of experiences on campus, and we need to
conduct further research to determine the reasons for the diverse descriptions and to investigate how individuals’ experiences of
campus life influence their education and their professional career. A question on the experience of space might be included as a
question in StudData.

Five Words About the Campus of Oslo University College





huge, over‐complex, school,students, nice, social,smoking, wide, cosy, park,social, lots of people, huge,students, Oslo, canteen,master thesis, cosy,crowded, prosperous, nice,pulse, plurality, social,stress, coffee, lectures,pleasant, green, people,school, cold, vigorous,Norwegians, chaotic, nice,education, people, school,books, Frydenlund, boring,green, tiny, cosy, social,packed lunch, quite cosy,green, few seats, fewreading room seats, narrowauditorium, beer, brewery,work‐feeling, industry, badfood, huge, green, far towalk from one departmentto another, difficult to findyour way to the rooms,narrow, green, key cards,quiet, cosy, big, nice, busy,

Norwegian, security, brickwall, central, universitycollege, lots of youngstudents, coffee, new,Læringssenteret, readingroom, school, surveyable,school, good publictransport, easy to orient,huge, central, the exam,quiet, green, huge, cosy,coffee, exam, more exams,interesting, cosy, difficult,students, strange, exams,appropriate, difficult toorient, nice classrooms,little space for students,surveyable, difficult to findthe library, open, veryquiet, sometimes I do notfind any people, strange,typical, young, nice,collective, open, over‐complex, park, narrow,aesthetic, swarming place,narrow, nice/prosperous,melting pot, urban, cosy,



Welcome to Oslo University College









The increasing use of technology (e.g., IT solutions, Web conferences,chat rooms, and on‐line education) has posed a challenge to the development of relationshipsbetween students and employees. On‐line services are making work and study easier, but oftenat the cost of establishing and maintaining social and personal relationships.The main impression is that the technologization of education must be more finely adjustedso as to meet the specific needs of students. Although on‐line solutions do save time,it is also vitally important to take the time to maintain personal relationshipsand to engage in personal meetings and conversations. Interacting with other peopleturns out to be an important aspect of an individual’s well‐being while at work and studyand, thus, has an influence on the quality and efficiency of work and study.The students and employees also mentioned that the administration staff should beencouraged to be more flexible regarding non‐IT based solutions.













I'm so fed up with people thinking of me in terms of inclusion all the time.I mean all the time. They seem to be more interested in that subject than I am.
(Girl wearing a hijab, 23 years old)

A pattern of stereotypes is not neutral.It is not merely a way of substituting order for the great blooming,buzzing confusion of reality.It is not merely a shortcut. It is all these things and something more.lt is the guarantee of our self‐respect;it is the projection upon the world of our own sense of our own value, our own positionand our own rights.The stereotypes are thereforehighly charged with the feelings that are attached to them.They are the fortress of our traditionand behind its defenses we can continue to feel ourselvessafe in the position we occcupy.
(Walter Lippmann)

















Language seems to be the biggest issue and one of the main barriers to everydaystudy for international students. Although most of the students were satisfied with thecourses taught in English, all of them experienced difficulties when it comes to thepracticalities surrounding the study, making contact with administration and finding outinformation about what is going on at the college in general. Based on the responses of theinternational students, one area in need of improvement appears to be the universitycollege’s delivery of bilingual services.
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